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A set of simple, consistent structure–property guides have been determined from an analysis of a number
of key ADMET assays run within GSK: solubility, permeability, bioavailability, volume of distribution,
plasma protein binding, CNS penetration, brain tissue binding, P-gp efflux, hERG inhibition, and cytochrome
P450 1A2/2C9/2C19/2D6/3A4 inhibition. The rules have been formulated using molecular properties that
chemists intuitively know how to alter in a molecule, namely, molecular weight, logP, and ionization state.
The rules supplement the more predictive black-box models available to us by clearly illustrating the key
underlying trends, which are in line with reports in the literature. It is clear from the analyses reported
herein that almost all ADMET parameters deteriorate with either increasing molecular weight, logP, or
both, with ionization state playing either a beneficial or detrimental affect depending on the parameter in
question. This study re-emphasizes the need to focus on a lower molecular weight and logP area of
physicochemical property space to obtain improved ADMET parameters.

1. Introduction

Drug discovery has become increasingly difficult in the last
few decades as a result of the extra development hurdles placed
in the path of pharmaceutical research programs, and the
perceived reduction in the number of tractable targets. ADMETa

considerations are a particular concern with issues such as high
plasma protein binding requiring extra studies for FDA approval.
This is because the free fraction and, hence, the safety margin
can change significantly as a result of age or certain disease
states1,2 so must be investigated further. Similarly, further
development work is needed should a molecule be shown to
be either a hERG3 or P450 inhibitor4 due to the possibility of
cardiac arrhythmia or drug-drug interactions, respectively.

The pharmaceutical industry has reacted to the changes in
the development process by profiling the molecules of interest
earlier and more extensively using in vivo and in vitro methods.
However, these methods still require a molecule to be synthe-
sized and screened, which has prompted extensive research into
in-silico methods that can be used to virtually assess molecules
from their molecular structure alone. In-silico models have been
developed on almost all the key ADMET assays employed
within the pharmaceuticals industry and are reviewed in detail
elsewhere.5–10

Many of the in-silico ADMET quantitative structure–property
relationship (QSPR) models reported in the literature rely on
more advanced statistical methodologies such as neural net-

works, genetic algorithms, decision trees, and support vector
machines or complex descriptors such as e-state,11 BCUT,12,13

or custom pharmacophoric14,15 descriptors. While leading to
more predictive algorithms in general, mechanistic understand-
ing is limited due to the complicated nature of the models.

To counter the general reduction in interpretability of QSPR
models, an attempt was made to demonstrate a set of simple
rules of thumb based on large data sets a range of ADMET
assays run within GSK (Table 1). To allow for greater
understanding, a simple statistical technique was used in
combination with three simple properties familiar to medicinal
chemists.

Simple rules can often have a greater impact than more
complex, more predictive in-silico models due to their greater
uptake among the medicinal chemistry community. Examples
of these include Lipinski’s rule of 516 for absorption or guides
by van de Waterbeemd et al.17 for CNS penetration. The former,
in particular, has proved immensely useful in lead generation
and optimization due to the uncomplicated message given and
ease with which a chemist can incorporate the required changes
into the next molecule in the series.

2. Results

A small number of information-rich, orthogonal molecular
descriptors were required to generate structure–activity relation-
ships (SAR) for the 15 different ADMET assays studied here
(Table 1). This subset was obtained by building a principal
components analysis18–22 (PCA) model on ∼30000 diverse GSK
molecules for which 12 commonly used descriptors had been
computed (Figure 1 and Table 2).

Analysis of the PCA model results shows that we can describe
81% of the variation in the 12 descriptors using just four
orthogonal components. Components one and two cumulatively
describe ∼60% of the total variation in the data set, with
components three and four describing an additional 21%. Rather
than using the four uninterpretable pseudodescriptors, we can
alternatively use the descriptor with the largest absolute
contribution to that particular component as being representative
of the variance explained. Thus, the plot of molecular weight
(MWT), the descriptor with the largest weight on component
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one, against the component in itself, reveals an r2 of 0.92. This
means MWT explains 92% of the total information within
component one. For component two, either clogP or the
oppositely correlated polar surface area (PSA) could be used.
The former was chosen in preference to the latter as it is a more
widely used parameter in drug discovery. Note that the
correlation between clogP and MWT is just 0.14 for the ∼30000
diverse data set, confirming that the parameters are weakly
correlated and, thus, essentially orthogonal. Finally, acidic and
basic functional group indicator variables are representative of
components three and four, respectively, and these can be
collectively used to describe the overall ionization state of a
molecule (i.e neutral, acidic, basic or zwitterionic23). See Figure

S1 in the Supporting Information for further details on the
relationship between pKa and the ionization state definition.

The three essentially orthogonal molecular descriptors chosen
for this study (size, lipophicity, and ionization state) describe
the key bulk property characteristics of molecules and provide
us with a means to derive relatively simple rules across a number
of ADMET assays. This we discuss in the following section.

2.1. Relationship between Structure and ADMET Lia-
bilities. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is the statistical method
used to assess the size and significance of the differences in
the means of the different property groups. The ANOVA results
for the 15 different assays are presented graphically in terms of
(a) MWT, (b) ionization state, and (c) clogP and ionization state
combined. In each ANOVA graph, the mean along with the
95% confidence in the mean for each of the variable categories
are illustrated. The effect of a variable on a given ADMET
parameter can be considered statistically significant at the 99.9%
confidence level unless otherwise stated. Furthermore, the effect
of clogP and MWT on the ADMET parameter can be considered
independent at the 99.9% confidence level unless otherwise
stated.24

In each plot provided, the width of the errors bars and the
difference in the mean values of the different categories are
indicative of the strength of the relationship between the
parameters. In the few cases a variable has no effect on a
particular ADMET parameter, a graph is still reported, as the
lack of a relationship can be as important as the presence of
one. Care must be taken to avoid overinterpreting the differences
in the means found in these uni and bivariate analyses. For
example, we may see a statistically significant difference
between the mean ADMET parameters of two different ioniza-
tion states, but this could in principle be due to, or accentuated

Table 1. List of the ADMET Assays Studied Hereina

category ADMET assay type comments unit

absorption solubility phosphate buffer pH 7.4 log(Sol) (mM/L)
permeability permeability assay pH 7.4 logPapp (nm/s)
oral bioavailability rat - in vivo PK studies log(F)

distribution volume of distribution rat - in vivo PK studies log(VDss) (L/kg)
plasma protein binding rat plasma - equilibrium dialysis logK (%bound/%free)
CNS penetration rat - in vivo PK studies log([brain]/[blood])
P-gp efflux MDCK assay with and without a P-gp inhibitor logPapp (B–A/A–B)
brain tissue binding rat brain homogenate - equilibrium dialysis logK (%bound/%free)

metabolism in vivo clearance rat - in vivo PK studies log(CL) (ml/min/kg)
excretion - - -
toxicity hERG inhibition [3H] dofetilide assay pIC50

1A2 inhibition fluorescence based assay pIC50

2C9 inhibition fluorescence based assay pIC50

2C19 inhibition fluorescence based assay pIC50

2D6 inhibition fluorescence based assay pIC50

3A4 inhibition fluorescence based assay pIC50

a For further details on the GSK assays employed, see the Experimental Section.

Figure 1. (a,b) PCA loadings plots showing component 1 vs
component 2 (top) and component 3 vs component 4. Descriptors at
the extreme end of the axes of the loading plots have the greatest impact
on the corresponding component. The scores plot can be found in the
Supporting Information, Figure S2.

Table 2. Selection of In-Silico Descriptors Often Used in Profiling
Molecules23

No. descriptors

1 calcd ACD logD pH 7.4 (logD)
2 calcd ACD logP (logP)
3 hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA)
4 hydrogen bond donors (HBD)
5 negatively ionizable group (NEG)
6 positively ionizable group (POS)
7 molecular flexibility (FLEX)
8 calcd molar refractivity (CMR)
9 molecular weight (MWT)

10 polar surface area (PSA)
11 rotatable bonds (bonds)
12 heavy atom count (heavy)
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by, differences in another property, such as logP. With this in
mind, a conservative interpretation of the data is reported,
relying on (1) results that pass statistical tests at the 99.9%
confidence level, (2) validation of results based on reports in
the literature, (3) comparison of the results to those from
multivariate in-house analyses,23 (4) relying on in-house knowl-
edge of the ADMET assays in question, and (5) analysis of the
chemotypes found in bins containing few observations or those
that appear to be outliers.

2.2. Absorption. 2.2.1. Solubility. Good solubility is an
important component of an orally administered drug, determin-
ing the amount freely available to permeate through the gastro-
intestinal membranes into systemic circulation.25 Considerable
emphasis is placed on maximizing this property in lead
generation (LG) and lead optimization (LO), relying on both
physicochemical assays and in-silico models. To supplement

these methods, a set of simple rules of thumb for solubility were
determined using phosphate buffer measurements on 44584
diverse molecules (Figure 2).

As the size of a molecule increases, represented here by the
MWT, solubility on average decreases in line with reports from
the literature16,26,28,29 (Figure 2a). On average, molecules with
MWTs < 300 have solubilities of ∼250 µM (µmol/L), but
molecules at the other extreme, with MWTs > 700, have
solubilities of just 11 µmol/L. The width of the errors bars,
which are dependent on the number of observations in a bin
and their standard deviation (σ), indicate that MWT has a large
effect on solubility. It should be noted that these results are
average effects only and they do not imply that one cannot
obtain soluble molecules with high MWTs. The results should
be interpreted as being indicative of the likelihood that an
optimal value will be obtained given a set of property values.

Figure 2. (a-f) Relationship between solubility (a-c) and AM permeability (a-d) with respect to MWT (top), ionization state (middle), and a
combination of clogP and ionization state (bottom) for 44584 and 50641 molecules measured in the respective assays. In c and f, green solid line
denotes clogPs < 3, orange dashed line denotes clogPs ) 3-5, and red dotted line denotes clogPs > 5. The error bars denote the 95% confidence
limits of the mean.
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Ionization state plays a key role in defining the solubility of
molecules 28,27 (Figure 2b). The width of the error bars and the
range in the solubility averages for the different ionization
categories also indicate that ionization has a strong effect.
Ionization state would be expected to play an important role
on the solubility because the presence of ionizable groups will
generally lead to a greater solvation energy increase going from
the crystal form to aqueous solution. Zwitterionic molecules
contain both an acidic and basic functional group and so are
the most highly soluble on average, while neutral molecules
are the least soluble on average. Acidic molecules are more
soluble on average than basic molecules, as defined here.
However, this is more a reflection of the ionization state
definition.23 Molecules defined as acidic are almost exclusively
strong acids that are almost fully ionized at pH 7.4. Bases are
much more common but show greater variation in their pKas,
even though they are predominantly ionized (>50%) at pH 7.4.

The strong relationship between solubility and lipophilicity
is often discussed in the literature, and unsurprisingly, on this
large, diverse data set, we find that as clogP increases, solubility
on average decreases16,28–30 (Figure 2c). It is also clear that while
neutral molecules are on average more poorly soluble than any
other ionization state, lowering the clogP to <3 sees their
solubility approach the mean solubility of the ionizable species
(Figure 2c). The effect of increasing lipophilicity does not appear
to have the same impact on the different ionization states, with
the solubility increasing more for neutral and basic molecules
compared to acids and zwitterions.

Given that there is often a degree of correlation between
lipophilicity and MWT within congeneric series in particular,
it is important to demonstrate that the effect they have on
solubility is essentially independent. For this data set, the
correlation between the two parameters is minimal (r2 ) 0.096,
N ) 44584, P < 0.00001). Furthermore, an analysis of the effect
of clogP on the mean log(Sol) values, for a given MWT bin,
indicate that one can be more than 99.9% confident that MWT
and clogP have an independent effect on solubility.24

2.2.2. Permeability. When an orally administered drug
dissolves in the gastro-intestinal tract, it must then be sufficiently
permeable through the biological membranes present to enter
the systemic circulation. Permeation can occur via transcellular
diffusion, paracellular diffusion, and transporter-mediated mech-
anisms, with the former often being mimicked in the laboratory
using artificial membrane assays, such as PAMPA variant,31

and the latter using MDCK32 or CACO233 cell lines. The
principal advantage of the former methodology is that it is less
expensive to run, allows greater numbers of molecules to be
characterized, and describes the predominant mechanism of
permeation.25 A data set of 50641 unique measurements from
an artificial membrane permeability assay (AM) run within GSK
were available for analysis.

As the MWT of a particular chemotype increases, membrane
permeability on average decreases (Figure 2d). In line with
literature reports, it is clear that as a molecule increases in size,
its ability to permeate through the artificial mimic of a biological
membrane on average decreases.16,34–36

Acidic molecules are generally found to be the least perme-
able through the negatively-charged lipid membranes, and this
can be rationalized on electrostatic grounds9,34 (Figure 2e).
Zwitterionic molecules are marginally more permeable than
acids on average, essentially a result of the negative charge
neutralization that occurs due to the addition of a basic group.
Bases are the second most permeable group on average but less
than neutral molecules, presumably as a result of the stronger

interaction they can form with the anionic membrane itself, thus
limiting the rate of diffusion.

Only neutral molecules show the traditional nonlinear de-
pendence between the logPapp and clogP.36,37 For basic, acidic,
and zwitterionic molecules, increasing the clogP appears to lead
to an increasing permeability on average (Figure 2f).

2.2.3. Bioavailability. The oral bioavailability of a molecule
is a complex pharmaco-kinetic (PK) parameter that comprises
absorption (solubility, permeability) and clearance components.38,39

It is a widely used parameter in drug discovery as it is relatively
easy to obtain in vivo as compared to the direct measurement
of the fraction absorbed.

In line with reports from others,16,40 it is found that MWT
plays an important role in defining the extent of bioavailability
in rat for the N ) 4431 diverse set of molecules under
investigation here (Figure 3a). Molecules with MWTs < 300
have average bioavailabilities of ∼18% compared to ∼10% for
those with MWTs > 700. The impact of MWT on bioavail-
ability is understandable given that both permeability and
solubility are strongly dependent on this parameter. However,
while statistically significant, the error bars associated with the
bioavailability-MWT relationship are larger than those found
for solubility or permeability, indicating it has a weaker effect
on this parameter.

Ionization state has only a minor impact on the overall
bioavailability of molecules (Figure 3b). The average bioavail-
abilities for neutral, basic and zwitterionic molecules are quite
similar, having values of 15, 13, and 10% on average,
respectively. The presence of an acidic group on bioavailability
is the most surprising, with these molecules being more
bioavailable on average (∼18%) than any of the other ionization
states.41 This difference could be considered surprising when
one recalls that acids are the least permeable of all the ionization
states, although this is balanced somewhat by solubility
considerations. Additionally, the clearance term, a key constitu-
ent of the bioavailability has not been factored in, and it will
be shown in section 2.4.1 that the increased bioavailability of
acids can in part be attributed to their relatively low clearance
in conjunction with good solubility.

The relationship between bioavailability and clogP is not
statistically significant at the 99.9% confidence level. This is
also the case when broken down by individual ionization state.
However, this could be a result of the relatively simplistic
modeling performed here24 (Figure 3c). Alternatively, the lack
of a relationship with lipophilicity may not necessarily be
surprising given similar reports in the literature42 and because
bioavailability is dependent on a number of different ADMET
processes (solubility, permeability, and clearance), each with a
subtly different dependence on lipophilicity. It might be expected
that reasonable correlations between logP and bioavailability
will be observed for particular chemotypes, where the differ-
ences in bioavailability are restricted to differences in solubility
for example.

It should be noted that PSA has been shown to be important
in describing bioavailability elsewhere.42,43 This is somewhat
understandable given that we can see that this parameter is
essentially a hybrid of MWT and clogP based on the principal
component plot discussed earlier (Figure 1).

2.3. Distribution. 2.3.1. Volume of Distribution. How
widely a drug molecule is distributed throughout the body once
it is absorbed must be considered, as this can determine whether
it will elicit a pharmacological response or not. The volume of
distribution is a nonphysiological term that is a measure of drug
distribution, which together with clearance determines the half-
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life and, thus, affects the dosing regimen. Potent, bioavailable
compounds may not be effective if they are insufficiently
distributed or have too short a half-life, because the concentra-
tion of drug maintained at the target might be insufficient to
sustain the pharmacological response between doses.

Analysis of the relationship between logVDss and MWT for
the 9375 observations available shows that increasing the latter
will lead to an on average increase in the former (Figure 4a).
However, it appears to be a very weak effect based on the small
range in the mean values for the different MWT categories and
the fact that the effect is limited to the relatively small number
of observations in the two extreme MWT bins (MWT > 700
and < 300).

Ionization state has the most dramatic effect on the volume
of distribution of molecules, and the trends found are in line
with reports in the literature by others44–46 (Figure 4b). Basic
molecules are more widely distributed throughout the body
compared to the other ionization states. Neutral and zwitterionic
molecules have similar mean logVDss values, which are in turn
higher than acids. These results can be rationalized on the
grounds that acids are generally confined to plasma due to strong
human serum albumin (HSA) binding (see Plasma Protein
Binding section). Bases do not bind as strongly to plasma
proteins and will distribute more widely into other compartments
in the body due to their affinity for negatively charged
membranes/tissues.

Figure 3. (a-c) Relationship between rat bioavailability and MWT
(top), ionization state (middle), and a combination of clogP and
ionization state (bottom), for 4431 molecules with measured values.
The coloring system is the same as that in Figure 2.

Figure 4. (a-c) Relationship between rat volume of distribution and
MWT (top), ionization state (middle), and a combination of clogP and
ionization state (bottom) for 9375 molecules with measured values.
The coloring system is the same as that in Figure 2.
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It appears that increasing clogP will generally lead to an
increase in the volume of distribution of neutral and basic
compounds in the body that is in general agreement with reports
elsewhere44,46 (Figure 4c). The effect is not seen for acids and
zwitterions, however.

2.3.2. CNS Penetration. For orally administered central
nervous system (CNS) drugs to be effective, both oral and brain
exposure are required to obtain a pharmacological response. For
non-CNS drugs, in contrast, it is generally a requirement that
brain exposure is minimized due to the possibility of undesired
pharmacological events. To enter the CNS, a molecule must
first traverse the blood-brain barrier, with transcellular and
active transport mechanisms, such as P-glycoprotein (P-gp)
efflux, being more important as a result of the tight junctions
between cells.47

From an analysis of 3059 diverse molecules with CNS
penetration data, we find that as MWT increases CNS penetra-
tion on average decreases (Figure 5a). The effect is both large
and statistically significant, even taking into account the MWT
> 700 bin, which has only 11 observations. Molecules with
MWTs < 300 have brain/blood ratios of 2.2 compared to 0.1
for molecules with MWTs > 700. Thus, as a molecule gets
bigger, its ability to permeate into the central nervous system
decreases, which is in line with reports by Gerebtzoff et al.,48

who showed similar relationships with molecular cross-sectional
area using a much smaller data set. The results are also in line
with the findings from the artificial permeability assay analyses
reported herein, as would be expected (Figure 2d).

Ionization state plays a key role in defining the extent of CNS
penetration of molecules (Figure 5b). Basic molecules are on

Figure 5. (a-f) Relationship between CNS penetration (a-c) and P-gp efflux ratio (d-f) with respect to MWT (top), ionization state (middle),
and the combination of clogP and ionization state (bottom) for 3059 and 1975 molecules measured in the respective assays. The coloring system
is the same as that in Figure 2.
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average more CNS penetrant than neutral molecules, followed
by zwitterions. Acidic molecules are the least CNS penetrant
of the four ionization states, in line with the permeability
measures described herein and a CNS QSPR study by Platts et
al.49

The key difference observed between CNS penetration and
permeability is that bases are found to be more CNS penetrant
than neutral molecules, in contrast to AM permeability. How-
ever, this does not take into account differences in other key
properties that might cloud the picture, including the pH gradient
the AM assay is run at. By taking into account lipophilicity, it
is apparent that the difference in penetration between neutral
and basic molecules identified in Figure 5b is minimal (Figure
5c). Furthermore, Platt et al. showed that an acidic indicator
variable added extra value in predictive equations but a basic
term did not,49 suggesting neutral and basic molecules behave
the same with respect to CNS penetration. The result for CNS
penetration is still subtly different compared to that for the AM
assay, where the neutral and bases are concerned, the former
molecules being more permeable on average than the latter for
a given clogP. It is difficult to say if this is a real difference or
a reflection of the AM assay.

In general, it is found that as the clogP of a molecule
increases, the CNS penetration on average increases, which is
understandable given that lower PSA values have been found
to increase CNS penetration based on other analyses.17,50

Nonetheless, the effect of MWT is stronger, as can be seen from
the range of the mean values for each MWT category when
compared to the former. This suggests lower MWT compounds
with a correspondingly lower PSA (or higher clogP) are desired
for improved CNS penetration. Breaking it down by ionization
state reveals a similar trend for neutral, basic, and zwitterionic
molecules but not zwitterions, which could be a result of the
small numbers of observations present.

Analysis of the effect of clogP on the mean logBB values,
beyond any MWT differences, show the two parameters have
a statistically significant independent effect on CNS penetration
at the 99.1% confidence level, below the threshold 99.9%
benchmark value used here. This result is above the more lax
but still commonly used 95% confidence level so one can still
say with a good degree of confidence that size and lipophilicity
have an independent effect on CNS penetration.24

2.3.3. P-gp Efflux. P-gp is an important transporter protein
found in cells throughout the body, such as those lining the
intestine and the blood-brain barrier.51 P-gp is believed to play
an important role in defining the extent of distribution of drug
molecules as a result of its ability to remove a structurally
diverse range of molecules from compartments in the body.52

P-gp efflux is believed to play a role in limiting oral exposure
and brain exposure of compounds, in particular, so is of
considerable importance to the pharmaceuticals industry.

Reports from the literature suggest that increasing molecular
bulk/weight/surface area is important in the defining the P-gp
efflux in various data sets,53–55 and the effect can also be seen
from 1975 diverse molecules with measured values in GSK
assays. As MWT increases, the P-gp efflux ratio (Papp B–A:
A–B) on average increases (Figure 5d). From the analyses of
permeability and CNS penetration data, we know that higher
MWT leads to lower permeability/penetration on average;
therefore, an added problem is that these molecules are more
likely to suffer from efflux by P-gp. Thus, as a molecule gets
bigger, the permeability on average decreases, limiting oral and/
or brain exposure, and P-gp efflux becomes an additional
complication reducing exposure.

Ionization state plays only a minor role in determining the
extent of efflux when compared to MWT. Neutral and basic
molecules have similar mean efflux ratios, with zwitterionic
molecules having noticeably higher and acidic molecules having
noticeably lower means (Figure 5e). This result is not surprising
given that the number of hydrogen bond donors51 is reported
as being important for substrate recognition rather than any
particular ionization state.

Lipophilicity has a weak nonlinear effect on the P-gp efflux
ratio. Molecules with clogPs between 3 and 5 have higher mean
efflux ratios than those with clogPs < 3 or > 5. Increasing
lipophilicity has been implicated in a number of studies relating
structure to P-gp efflux.54,51 Broken down by ionization state,
one finds that neutral molecules display a nonlinear relationship
with clogP, while the efflux ratio for basic molecules increase
only marginally, but linearly, with increasing clogP (Figure 5f).
The small number of acidic and zwitterionic molecules in the
data set make it difficult to obtain reliable trends for these
species. However, one can be confident (99.1% level) that MWT
and clogP have an independent effect on the P-gp efflux.

2.3.4. Plasma Protein Binding. The binding of drugs to
plasma proteins, and to human serum albumin (HSA), in
particular, has widespread ADMET implications. Plasma protein
binding affects the clearance according to the Well Stirred
Model,56 the volume of distribution according to the Gillette
equation,57 as well as efficacy, because it is the free fraction of
the drug that is required to elicit a pharmacological response.
As such, considerable effort is placed on the prediction of this
parameter in vitro and in-silico within the pharmaceutical
industry.

From an analysis of the 2939 diverse molecules with in vitro
plasma protein binding data, one can see that as MWT increases
plasma protein binding on average increases58 (Figure 6a). On
average, molecules with MWTs < 300 are 72% bound and
molecules with a MWT between 300 and 500 are 54% bound,
while molecules with MWTs between 500 and 700 are 98.2%
bound. Because only 13 observations are found in the “>700”
bin, it is not possible to say with any confidence whether there
is a drop in binding affinity as MWT increases above 700.

In terms of ionization state, binding to plasma proteins follows
the trend acids > neutrals > zwitterions > bases (Figure 6b),
which is in line with reports of Davis et al. based on a plasma-
derived data set59 and Valko et al.60 on HSA binding data set.

Lipophilicity is a key contributor to the extent of binding,
the process having a strong nonspecific component (Figure 6c).
Thus, as clogP increases, plasma protein binding on average
increases, in line with reports from others.23,60–65 It can also be
seen that, while bases and zwitterions are less protein bound
than acids, they can achieve equivalent levels of binding should
the clogP be sufficiently high.

The multivariate PLS model results reported by the author
on the same data set23 showed that MWT had a significant,
independent effect on protein binding above lipophilicity.
However, from these simplistic ANOVA models, the effect of
clogP is significant at the 96.2% confidence level. This result
also highlights that certain relationships might be missed as a
result of the simple, albeit interpretable modeling when allied
with quite rigorous statistical confidence limits.24 However,
given that this is above the commonly used 95% value and with
the knowledge of the multivariate results on the same data set,
we can be reasonably confident that the parameters have an
independent effect on binding.

2.3.5. Brain Tissue Binding. Brain tissue binding is a key
ADMET parameter that has implications for the efficacy of CNS
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drugs because, like plasma protein binding, it is the free fraction
in the brain that will elicit a pharmacological response.66 Thus,
it is important to consider the effect of molecular properties on
both the extent of CNS penetration and the extent of brain tissue
binding and whether they show different dependencies.

An analysis of 986 brain tissue binding measurements shows
that as MWT increases, brain tissue binding on average increases
(Figure 6d). Comparison of the results to those in plasma (Figure
6a) reveals distinct similarities, with larger molecules binding
more strongly to both types of tissue. Like the plasma protein
binding data set, no lessons can be learned from the MWT >
700 bin, in this case, because no observations are present.

Brain tissue binding does not seem to be dramatically affected
by ionization state, as compared to plasma protein binding.
Nevertheless, the small differences in the mean for the given

ionization states are still statistically significant, at the 99.7%
level (Figure 6e). The differences in logK (%bound/%free) for
neutral and basic molecules are small compared to that found
in plasma, while the small number of acids and zwitterions
makes it difficult to draw reliable conclusions. Austin et al.67

reported that the binding of bases was stronger to hepatocytes
compared to neutral or acidic molecules for a given logP, so
the differences observed here may simply be a reflection of the
tissue differences.

From Figure 6f, it is apparent that binding to brain tissue
has a similar dependence on lipophilicity as plasma protein
binding. Breaking the data down by ionization state reveals no
difference, suggesting brain tissue binding is driven primarily
by nonspecific effects. This is in line with brain tissue binding
studies reported on a set of basic molecules,68 as well as

Figure 6. (a-f) Relationship between plasma protein binding (a-c) and brain tissue binding (d-f) with respect to MWT (top), ionization state
(middle), and the combination of clogP and ionization state (bottom) for 2939 and 986 molecules measured in the respective assays. The coloring
system is the same as that in Figure 2. aAlthough the results reported in (e) and (f) are statistically significant, they are complicated by the small
number of observations in some categories. These issues are described in the text.
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conforming to our understanding of nonspecific binding to other
tissues such as plasma proteins and hepatocytes.67 Additionally,
one can be confident (96.1% level) that MWT and clogP have
a significant independent effect on brain tissue binding.

2.4. Metabolism. 2.4.1. In-vivo Clearance. Molecules that
possess good solubility and permeability may have low oral
bioavailability if the in vivo clearance (or plasma/blood clear-
ance) is too high. The in vivo clearance is also important as it
determines the half-life of a molecule in conjunction with the
volume of distribution, having implications for the dosing
interval. Clearance can occur via hepatic, renal, and bilary
processes and is considered to be the most difficult of the
ADMET process to predict due to the stronger dependence on
structural aspects than physicochemical properties.69

Analysis of the 11490 diverse molecules with clearance
measurements shows that there is no meaningful relationship
between MWT and the logCL (Figure 7a). Moving through the
MWT bins in increasing order, the mean clearances are 25.7,
25.1, 29.5, and 22.9 mL/min/kg, and while these differences
are technically statistically significant above the 99.9% confi-
dence level, they are of little importance from an SAR
viewpoint. This finding is understandable given the lack of even
simple QSPR models published in the literature, which might
be explained by the large number of different bioactivation
pathways associated with metabolism.70

Ionization state plays a more important role in defining the
extent of clearance in vivo. From Figure 7b, one can see that
the mean logCL of acidic molecules are considerably lower on
average than neutral and zwitterionic molecules, which in turn
are lower than bases. The range of the means and the width of
the errors bars indicate that this is a significant effect. These
differences in clearance can be rationalized based on protein
binding considerations, which are known to be an important
factor in determining the extent of clearance71,72 (i.e., the amount
of drug free in plasma will affect how highly cleared a molecule
is). Acidic molecules are the most highly bound on average
and, thus, least susceptible to clearance in the liver, while bases
are the least highly bound and are the most highly cleared.

A very weak nonlinear relationship appears to exist between
clogP and the in vivo clearance, which is statistically significant.
The strength of the relationship can be appreciated by consider-
ing the mean values associated with each clogP bin: 24.6 mL/
min/kg for clogP < 3, compared to 27.5 for clogP ) 3–5 and
26.9 for clogP > 5. The dependence on clogP differs subtly
when broken down by ionization state (Figure 7c). Increasing
the clogP has only a small but generally increasing effect on
the clearance of neutral and basic molecules. In contrast, the in
vivo clearance of acids and zwitterions decreases marginally
with increasing clogP bin.

Collectively, these results suggest that a greater emphasis on
structural considerations will be needed to generate reliable SAR
for in vivo clearance, at least compared to more physical
property controlled ADMET processes.

2.5. Toxicity. 2.5.1. hERG Inhibition. Inhibition of the
voltage gated potassium ion channel, a trans-membrane protein
encoded by the hERG gene, is known to be undesirable due to
the possibility of QT prolongation, which can lead to fatal
cardiac arrhythmia.73 This has led to the development of in vitro
assays within the pharmaceuticals industry to screen for the
problem early on in the development process.74

From an analysis of the 35200 molecules screened in a hERG
inhibition assay in GSK, we can see that, as MWT increases,
the mean pIC50 on average increases (Figure 8a). These findings
are in line with QSAR studies by Aptula et al.,75 who showed

that the maximum distance in a molecule, a size indicator, in
conjunction with logD, gave qualitative discrimination of a set
of 19 hERG inhibitors. Furthermore, pharmacophoric models
generated by Ekins et al.76 contained four hydrophobic features
and models by Keseru77 contained three, suggesting larger
molecules have a greater tendency to occupy the hERG active
site.

Ionization state is also important in defining the types of
compounds that inhibit hERG, which might be expected due to
its role in transporting K+ ions. Neutral and acidic78,79 molecules
have lower hERG inhibition on average compared to basic or
zwitterionic molecules, which is in agreement with the findings
of others that a strong basic center is generally required for
potent hERG inhibitors15,75–80 (Figure 8b).

Figure 7. (a-c) Relationship between in vivo clearance and MWT
(top), ionization state (middle), and the combination of clogP and
ionization state (bottom) for 11490 molecules measured in the respective
assays. The coloring system is the same as that in Figure 2.
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Also in line with a number of literature studies is the finding
that as clogP increases, the hERG pIC50 on average increases,75–77

and this difference is not simply due to increases in MWT.
Breaking the data down by ionization state reveals distinct
differences; the mean pIC50s of neutral and acidic molecules
do not change dramatically with increasing clogP bin, in contrast
to basic and zwitterionic molecules (Figure 8c). This might be
expected, because the basic pharmacophoric feature has not been
matched. It is also apparent from Figure 8c that basic molecules
will have a greater liability on average, irrespective of the clogP.
For example, basic molecules with a clogP > 5 have a mean
pIC50 of 5.8, compared to 5.4 when the clogP is between 3 and
5 and 5.0 when the clogP < 3. In contrast, the mean pIC50 of
clogP > 5 neutral molecules is just 4.6.

2.5.2. Cytochrome P450 Inhibition. Cytochromes P450s are
a family of diverse heme-containing proteins that catalyze the
metabolism of a broad range of molecules of both exogenous
and endogenous origin81–83 and are implicated in toxicological
events.84 Should two or more drugs be administered concomi-
tantly, with one being a potent P450 substrate or inhibitor,84

the metabolism of the other drug may be inhibited, causing its
plasma levels to rise, which may lead to undesirable toxic
effects. An additional complication is that a molecule that is
shown to be P450 substrate may in fact pose a toxicity risk,
not a result of the parent molecule itself, but due to the reactive
metabolite formed.

The inhibition of cytochrome P450s 1A2, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6,
and 3A4 are the focus here, with these isoforms making up
approximately 60% of the total hepatic CYPs85,86 and being
accountable for the metabolism of the majority of known
drugs.87 While the results reported here are for P450 inhibitors,
it might be expected that we can generalize the results to
substrates or inducers also given that these must typically bind
effectively within the active site and, thus, should show common
trends.88

2.5.2.1. P450 1A2 Inhibition. Cytochrome P450 1A2 ac-
counts for approximately 13% of hepatic P450s86 and is
implicated in the metabolism of drug molecules such as
paracetamol and phenacetin, as well as caffeine.89 From an
analysis of the 49837 molecules with measured 1A2 pIC50s one
finds that as the MWT increases the pIC50 on average decreases
(Figure 9a). These results indicate that increasing the size of a
molecule will on average lead to a decrease in 1A2 liability, in
contrast to the other CYP isoforms considered herein. This
finding is in agreement with the recently reported crystal
structure of 1A2, which displays a narrow cavity of limited
volume compared to other isoforms.90 The results are also
broadly in line with the results of Burton et al.91 who found
that size and aromaticity were the key features discriminating
inhibitors and noninhibitors. Collectively, these results suggest
that steric factors associated with the 1A2 active size restrict
all but the smallest molecules from binding effectively.91,92

Ionization state plays a relatively small role in determining
the extent of 1A2 inhibition when compared to MWT (Figure
9b) and this can be rationalized by the lack of ionized residues
capable of ligand interaction within the active site crystal
structure.90 The differences in the means, while small, are all
statistically significant due to the large number of observations
in each category. Neutral molecules have the highest 1A2 pIC50s
on average, followed by bases, acids, and finally zwitterions.

Descriptors describing the ionization state have not appeared
in 1A2 QSAR models, which may help to confirm the findings
above. Furthermore, from COMFA models built on 52 naph-
thalene, lactone, and quinoline derivatives, Korhonen93 con-
cludes that the 1A2 active is primarily composed of hydrophobic
and aromatic residues. This might explain the small variation
in the mean pIC50s for the different ionization states found in
Figure 9b.

Lipophilicity has been implicated in 1A2 inhibition elsewhere
in the literature,93 however, here we can see that it has a
relativity weak effect on the extent of inhibition compared to
MWT (Figure 9c). clogP also has a subtly different effect on
the different ionization states, with neutral molecules having
the largest mean pIC50 when the clogP is between 3 and 5, basic
molecules having the maximum liability when the clogP is >3
and acids having the maximum liability when the clogP > 5.
The situation is less clear for zwitterionic molecules due to the
relatively small number of observations and due to confounding

Figure 8. (a-c) Relationship between hERG inhibition and MWT
(top), ionization state (middle), and a combination of clogP and
ionization state (bottom), for 35200 molecules with measured values.
The coloring system is the same as that in Figure 2.
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MWT effects in the zwitterionic clogP < 3 bin as a result of
certain chemotypes.

2.5.2.2. P450 2C9 Inhibition. The cytochrome P450 2C
family accounts for approximately 20% of hepatic P450s,86 and
cytochrome P450 2C9 in particular is implicated in the
metabolism of drug molecules such as phenytoin, tolbutamide,
and warfarin.94 From an analysis of 51097 molecules with
measured 2C9 pIC50s one finds that MWT plays an important
role in determining the extent of 2C9 inhibition. Unlike hERG,
which shows a linear increase in affinity with MWT, or 1A2,
which shows a linear decrease, 2C9 shows a parabolic effect.
Molecules with MWTs between 300 and 700 are the most potent
on average at 2C9, suggesting steric factors associated with the
2C9 active size generally prevent very large or very small
molecules from binding optimally (Figure 9d).

Ionization state plays an important role in determining the
extent of 2C9 inhibition. Neutral and acidic molecules94 have
the highest 2C9 affinity on average (Figure 9e), followed by
bases and zwitterions. From crystallography data, Williams et
al.95 reported that no basic residues critical for binding the acidic
warfarin molecule were found in the 2C9 active site to explain
the increased affinity of acids. However, Wester et al. report
that Arg108 plays an important role in binding the acidic
molecule flurbiprofen,96 this being found in a catalytically active
conformation, unlike the former.

In terms of lipophilicity, one finds that as clogP increases
2C9 inhibition on average increases94 and this difference is not
simply due to increases in MWT. Molecules with clogP < 3
have a mean pIC50 of 4.6, those with clogP between 3 and 5
have a mean value of 4.9, while those with clogP > 5 have a

Figure 9. (a-f) Relationship between CYP-1A2 inhibition (a-c) and CYP-2C9 inhibition (d-f) with respect to MWT (top), ionization state
(middle), and a combination of clogP and ionization state (bottom) for 49837 and 51097 molecules measured in the respective assays. The coloring
system is the same as that in Figure 2.
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mean of 5.2. The dependency between 2C9 inhibition and clogP
is broadly the same when broken down by ionization state
(Figure 9f), however, the magnitude of the potency change is
more pronounced for neutral and acidic molecules compared
to bases or zwitterions.

2.5.2.3. P450 2C19 Inhibition. Cytochrome P450 2C19 is
also a member of the 2C family86 implicated in the metabolism
of drugs molecules such as omeprazole, propranalol, and
diazapam.94 From an analysis of the SAR derived from 48464
molecules with measured 2C19 pIC50s one finds that inhibition
shows little dependence on MWT, even though this isoform is
structurally very similar (91%)97 to 2C9 discussed in the
previous section (Figure 10a). These results suggest the steric
requirements imposed on substrates/inhibitors by the 2C19 active
size are very subtle compared to those found for the other
isoforms considered here. It may alternatively mean that

molecular recognition is more important for determining the
affinity for 2C19.

The ionization state of a molecule also seemed to be of only
minor importance in determining the extent of inhibition of
2C19. Neutral molecules have slightly higher mean 2C19 pIC50s
(4.8), followed by bases (4.7), zwitterions (4.5), and acids (4.4)
(Figure 10b). Furthermore, while 2C9 and 2C19 are structurally
similar, a key observation from this analysis and others is that
2C19 does not have the same affinity for acids as that found
for 2C9.98

From Figure 10c, one can see that as the clogP increases 2C19
inhibition on average increases.94 The dependency between
2C19 inhibition and clogP is essentially the same broken down
by ionization state, as would be expected given the minor effect
of the latter.

Figure 10. (a-f) Relationship between CYP-2C19 inhibition (a-c) and CYP-2D6 inhibition (d-f) with respect to MWT (top), ionization state
(middle), and a combination of clogP and ionization state (bottom) for 48464 and 50886 molecules measured in the respective assays. The coloring
system is the same as that in Figure 2.
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2.5.2.4. P450 2D6 Inhibition. Cytochrome P450 2D6 ac-
counts for just 2% of hepatic P450s,86 however, it is a very
important isoform that is implicated in the metabolism of drug
molecules such as codeine, ondansetron, and quinidine.89,94

From an analysis of the 50886 molecules with measured 2D6
pIC50s one finds that inhibition has a weak but clearly evident
parabolic relationship with MWT, similar to that observed for
2C9 (Figure 10d). Similarly, this also suggests steric factors
associated with the 2D6 active generally prevent very large or
very small molecules from binding optimally.

Basic molecules99,100 have the highest mean 2D6 pIC50s,
followed by zwitterions, neutral molecules, and finally acidic
molecules (Figure 10e). This result is in line with X-ray
crystallography data, which indicates that an acidic residue
(Asp301) in the active site is capable of hydrogen bonding to
bound inhibitors or substrates.101

Analysis of Figure 10f shows that as lipophilicity increases
2D6 inhibition on average increases, and this difference is not
simply due to increases in MWT. The dependency between 2D6
inhibition and clogP is somewhat different when broken down
by ionization state, with an increase in clogP having a larger
effect on neutral, basic, and zwitterionic molecules compared
to that of acids. This would be expected due to the acidic nature
of the active site.

2.5.2.5. P450 3A4 Inhibition. The cytochrome P450 3A
family accounts for approximately 30% of hepatic P450s, with
the 3A4 isoform being the most abundant.86 Cytochrome P450
3A4 is implicated in the metabolism of drug molecules such as
ketoconazole, lidocaine, and erythromycin.89,94

From an analysis of 42987 molecules with measured 3A4
pIC50s, one finds that as MWT increases inhibition on average
increases (Figure 11a). The MWT dependence of 3A4 is
markedly different to the other four CYP isoforms discussed
thus far, with no mean drop in potency observed. Surprisingly,
the MWT > 700 bin has the same mean pIC50 value as the
500–700 bin, indicating the 3A4 active site is considerably larger
than those of the other isoforms considered here.102 Based on
an X-ray crystallography study by Williams et al.,103 this does
not appear to be the case. However, a more recent paper by
Yano et al.104 highlighted that while the active site may be the
same, the cavity toward the heme is considerably larger than
that of other isoforms. Furthermore, studies by Ekroos et al.105

show that the cavity has the potential to expand considerably
on substrate/inhibitor binding.

Ionization state plays a role in determining the extent of
inhibition, with neutral molecules having the higher 3A4 pIC50s
on average (5.2) than bases or zwitterions (5.1 and 5.0,
respectively), which are in turn larger than acids (4.7; Figure
11b). The mean potency of bases is larger than acids and almost
equivalent to neutral molecules for a given clogP, suggesting
that a specific interaction with an acidic residue in the active
site may be possible.

3A4 shows the characteristic dependency on lipophilicity,
with the mean 3A4 pIC50 increasing as the clogP bin increases,
and it is not simply due to increases in MWT (Figure 11c).
This result might be expected given the phenylalanine cluster
that plays an important role in defining the 3A4 active site and
also based on the results from pharmacophoric modeling where
multiple hydrophobic features are usual.14,106

2.6. Rules of Thumb for a Given Set Molecular Pro-
perties. From the results reported herein, one can qualitatively
predict the ADMET issues most likely to be experienced for a
molecule based on its clogP, MWT, and ionization state, without
the need for complex computer simulations. The likelihood of

a molecule having a particular ADMET parameter above
average, average, or less than average is reported in Table 3.
Because it is clear that almost all ADMET parameters increase
with either increasing MWT and/or clogP, a single combined
clogP/MWT category has been used for simplicity. Molecules
lie in the more desirable category if both MWT < 400 and clogP
< 4, while they are classified as less-desirable should one or
more of the parameter lie above the cut-offs.

If we take a hypothetical program series consisting of a
neutral chemotype with a low clogP and MWT as an example,
one would expect it to have average solubility, higher than
average permeability (unless clogP < 3), average protein
binding, lower than average hERG inhibition, and higher than
average 1A2 inhibition (although the average 1A2 pIC50 is just
4.5). If, for example, an increase in solubility and a decrease in
CNS penetration were required, and assuming the particular

Figure 11. (a-c) Relationship between CYP-3A4 inhibition and MWT
(top), ionization state (middle), and a combination of clogP and
ionization state (bottom) for 42987 molecules with measured values.
The coloring system is the same as that in Figure 2.
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receptor pharmacophore would allow such a change, one might
choose to introduce an acidic group. From Table 3c one would
expect that the CNS penetration would decrease on average and
solubility would increase on average, as desired. However,
undesired effects of this structural change would be that the
AM permeability would be expected to decrease on average,
as would the volume of distribution, while the plasma protein
binding would increase on average.

If we take a second hypothetical program, consisting of a
neutral chemotype with a clogP of 4 and a MWT of 400 (Table
3a), where an increase in the potency is required, the MWT
would generally be expected to increase during LO.107 Thus,
one would therefore have an expectation that the following
ADMET parameters in particular would change; the solubility
would decrease, the permeability would decrease, especially if
the clogP strayed above 5, and an increase in protein binding
and increased CYP inhibition on average would be observed.

It can be seen from the hypothetical examples above that the
rather simplistic modeling used here has the advantage of
allowing us to make cross comparisons between a large number
of ADMET assays. It then becomes easy to assess in a
qualitative fashion how changes in the key physicochemical
parameters will impact each of the different ADMET parameters
in a particular program series. This is a key limitation of
multivariate models derived with different 1D, 2D, and 3D
molecular descriptors.

This simplicity can be useful in a lead optimization environ-
ment where one does not optimize ADMET parameters in
isolation. Such simple rules could also be used in the Hit-to-
Lead stage to identify the likely ADMET issues of a given lead,
allowing resources to be more effectively directed to the areas
identified before the molecule enters lead optimization.

3. Conclusions

Described herein are a set of simple, consistent analyses that
have been performed on a range of comprehensive ADMET
data sets in an effort to improve our general understanding of
the main ADMET processes. These rules are consistent with
reports in the literature and can be used to supplement the more
complex, predictive in-silico models available to us.

The simple rules have been derived using large numbers of
measurements from multiple ADMET assays run within GSK.
MWT and logP are the two key characteristics that determine
ADMET liabilities, with some ADMET parameters depending
more on MWT and some on logP. Increasing values in either
parameter are generally detrimental to more than one ADMET
parameter. One might also expect that the multitude of other
pharmacokinetic and toxicity parameters not routinely measured
will show a similar dependency. Ionization state can have either
a beneficial or a detrimental affect depending on the parameter
in question.

4. Experimental Section

4.1. Experimental Data. Experimental data from 15 different
ADMET assays run within GSK were extracted from our in-house
database. A description of the GSK assays employed here can be
found in the following references: Solubility,111 Permeability,43 Oral
Bioavailablity,112–114 Volume of Distribution,112,114–116 Plasma
Protein Binding,117 CNS Penetration,118 P-gp efflux,118 Brain
Tissue Binding,118 In-vivo Clearance112115,116, hERG Inhibition,119

P450 Inhibition.120 Approximately 1.0 million measurements in total
were available for ∼300000 unique molecules. Replicate measure-
ments in a given assay were transformed to a linear scale and
averaged (Table 1). The number of molecules measured in each

Table 3. Indication of How Changes in Key Molecular Properties will
Affect a Range of ADMET Parametersa

a Expressed relative to the mean value of the data sets. MWT and clogP
cut-offs of 400 and 4, respectively, are used. * Optimum clogP bin is 3–5
with respect to permeability. ** Average to high volumes rather than high,
low, or average generally considered optimum. *** Low CNS considered
optimum, although for targets in the brain, this will be reversed. **** Some
isoforms show a nonlinear relationship with clogP and/or MWT. These are
guides only. For greater detail, look at the individual ADMET ANOVA
graphs found in the text or the tables reported in the Supporting Information.
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assay ranges from ∼1000 to ∼50000, spanning a large range in
response values and representing a structurally diverse chemical
space.

The data sets were acquired over a period of 1-5 years. Data
reported in older variants of a particular assay (e.g., having a
different end point detection method or probe) were combined
where the interassay correlation was sufficiently strong. Inclusion
criteria for P450 data, for example, were given the intra-assay
variability of ∼2-fold error, older assay variants needed to show
interassay variability of ∼3-fold to be combined. The final step in
the data set definition process was to remove any measurement
reported with an adverse comment or modifier (</>/∼), giving
rise to the number of datapoints reported in the text.

4.2. Molecular Descriptors. Twelve commonly used descriptors
were computed using a combination of in-house and commercial
software (Table 2),23 including calculated logP and logD from
ACD122 and additional properties via Daylight.123 The descrip-
tors computed are quite comprehensive, governing the key bulk
characteristics of a molecule. As it is the desire here to formulate
a set of simple rules using a consistent set of descriptors across
all assays, we therefore require the smallest number that
describes the greatest amount of structural variability. This was
achieved by building a PCA18–22 model on ∼30000 diverse GSK
molecules for which the 12 descriptors in Table 2 had been
computed.

As we make changes to the structure of a given chemical in a
series through the addition of a variety of substituents at different
positions, each of the commonly used interpretable descriptors in
Table 2 will change, and these changes are often correlated. Thus,
it becomes difficult to fully account for the multidimensional
changes in structure. For example, as one increases the number of
hydrogen bond acceptors, the clogP will generally decrease and
the PSA will increase. This means there is significant redundancy
in the descriptors commonly used.

Fortunately, the correlated nature of the structural and electronic
changes makes this problem highly amenable to PCA. PCA is a
statistical method that can be used to reduce the amount of data to
be analyzed by exploiting the correlated nature of the variables
within the data set. Linear combinations of the correlated variables
are chosen such that the majority of the variance of the original
data can be described by a smaller number of orthogonal components.

The PCA model was generated in SIMCA-P10108 using the
default settings.

4.3. Statistical Analyses. ANOVA is the technique used to
assess the statistical significance of the relationship between the
experimental ADMET parameters and the properties identified from
the PCA model. In one-way and factorial ANOVA used here a
test is performed to assess the statistical significance of the
differences in the means of particular ADMET parameter when
broken down into different groups. Results are considered statistical
significance here if found above the 99.9% confidence level. This
means there is a 1 in 1000 chance that the observed effect is not
real.

The three descriptors identified from the PCA model were
binned into between three and four separate categories for the
analysis, the cut-offs chosen to ensure that a sufficiently large
number of observations were present in each bin to make the
statistical tests reliable: (a) MWT bin (<300, 300–500, 500–700,
and >700), (b) ionization state (neutral, base, acid, and zwit-
terions), and (c) ACD clogP109 bin (<3, 3–5, >5). The MWT
and clogP bins were chosen to ensure that the observations were
relatively evenly distributed.

The ANOVA results were assessed in terms of (a) MWT, (b)
ionization state, and (c) clogP and ionization state combined and
are presented graphically. The latter combination was investigated
as ionization state often affects a particular parameter above the
effect on logD. In this way, both affects can be clearly seen. All
effects are significant, except where discussed.

To assess whether there is an independent effect from clogP and
MWT on a given ADMET parameter, the impact of MWT above

any change in clogP has been assessed in all cases using the property
binning scheme described and ANOVA.

ANOVA calculations were performed in Statistica 7110 using
the default settings.
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